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Abstract: The Barthelasse alluvial aquifer is used to supply water to 180,000 inhabitants. The
pumping field is located less than 200 m from the Rhône and is 100% fed by water from the Rhône,
which makes it particularly vulnerable to any pollution from the Rhône. Between the Rhône and
the pumping field is a Girardon unit, an arrangement that can be found regularly along the banks
of the lower and middle reaches of the Rhône, and whose role is to stabilise the banks (alluvial
deposits) and to facilitate river navigation. In order to know the transfer times between the Rhône
and the pumping field, fortnightly monitoring was carried out over a hydrological year, as well as
hourly monitoring during a flood in the winter of 2019. The Rhône shows a cyclicality in its isotopic
signature with enrichment in heavy isotopes during the winter period, particularly during floods,
and a depletion during the summer period. This variation is found well within the associated alluvial
aquifer. The application of LPMs models showed that the average transfer time between the Rhône
and the Girardon unit was 20 days and 50 days between the Rhône and the Barthelasse pumping.
This study highlighted the importance of using several sampling frequencies to consider the diversity
of hydrological situations. For the Rhône, event-based monitoring (flooding) proved to be relevant to
account for isotopic variability throughout the year. This work also highlighted the impact of the
disruption of hydraulic exchanges between the river and the water table caused by the presence of
the Girardon unit in terms of the propagation of contaminants.

Keywords: transit time; stable isotopes; groundwater/surface-water relations

1. Introduction

In France, alluvial aquifers provide 45% of the volume of water used for drinking
water and for agricultural and industrial uses and play an important ecological role through
their hydraulic link with wetlands [1]. This strong contribution to the water supply is
explained by a shallow depth and favourable hydraulic properties, which allow high flow
rates to be obtained at low operating costs. However, in this configuration, the alluvial
aquifers are also highly vulnerable to pollution.

To address the issue of pollutant transfer, it is common to use natural or artificial
tracing methods. In particular, the stable isotopes of the water molecule (2H, 18O) have
many applications, allowing a better understanding of hydrosystems. They are used to
estimate the recharge, to know the origin of water, the mixing processes and the transit
times [2–11]. The use of this tracer is particularly relevant in the context of short transit
times within the aquifer, as is the case for exchanges between alluvial aquifers and rivers.
However, it is necessary to have a marked isotopic signature for the input signal to the
system and a different signature between the input and output signal [11].

From continuous monitoring of the input signal, the average transit time between
the river and the water table is deduced from a transfer model chosen a priori and from a
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calibration on the output concentrations. This method of LPM models is widely used in the
field of isotopic hydrogeology in order to understand the age distribution of groundwater
in the aquifer [12]. Although these models do not require detailed hydrogeological infor-
mation, they provide a first understanding of the system and are locally relevant. In the
case of the water table–river relationships, the results of these models allow a first approach
of the aquifer transport parameters and have shown their interest in the simulation of mass
transport [13], for the assessment of the vulnerability of groundwater to anthropogenic
pollution [14] or to understand the sources of contaminants [15].

Several studies have also demonstrated the value of continuous monitoring of physic-
ochemical parameters in situ, such as temperature and electrical conductivity, to determine
transit times [16–20] and the relationships between surface water and groundwater [21–24].
By its lower cost compared to usual tracing methods, the use of these parameters allows
very high-frequency monitoring. For the interpretation of the results, several approaches
have been used, namely dynamic cross-correlation [19], the calibration of an advective-
dispersive model [25] and parametric/non-parametric deconvolution [17].

The alluvial water table of the Rhône constitutes the major resource for supplying
drinking water to the populations of the Rhône valley and its surroundings. In this
region, in economic and demographic expansion, the pressures of occupation of space are
increasing rapidly, which represents a risk of degradation of water quality and failure of
the supply of drinking water from the alluvial corridor [26]. The present study concerns
a pumping field located on the fluvial island of Barthelasse in Avignon (south-eastern
France). It contributes to the drinking water supply of 180,000 inhabitants, and because of
its proximity to the Rhône (<200 m) it is important to assess the potential impacts of the
river on the contamination of groundwater in order to implement a strategy for resource
protection.

Based on a 2-year isotopic survey of the various water masses and high-frequency
physico-chemical monitoring in the Rhône and the groundwater, the main objective of
this study is to propose, through a multi-method approach, a solid estimate of transit time
between the Rhône and the pumping field. For this, the choice of the sampling frequency
and the impact of the hydrological context will be assessed. A reflection will also be
carried out on the optimisation method for estimating the model’s parameters and the
consequences of this choice on the results. Finally, a comparison between the results from
two independent tracers will be carried out in order to strengthen the conclusions in terms
of vulnerability.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Site
2.1.1. Location and Climate

The Island of Barthelasse is in the southern part of France, near Avignon (Figure 1).
The climate is Mediterranean [27,28], characterised usually by dry periods in Winter and
Summer. The other feature of rainfall in the Mediterranean environment is its low frequency
and intensity. Autumn and the beginning of winter and spring are the two rainy seasons;
the equivalent of half of the average annual precipitation can fall in one day during intense
rainy episodes, such as stormy Cévennes episodes. The Rhône river valley is marked
by the Mistral wind, which is cold, dry and strong, with a mean speed of 50 km/h, and
the strongest gust of wind can reach more than 100 km/h. The mistral contributes to the
sunshine and drought of this area.

2.1.2. Complex Hydraulic Management

The hydrographic network is complex because of the Rhône river divagation and
the river management works made between 1970 and 1973 by the Rhône management
company (CNR, Compagnie Nationale du Rhône). In 1970, the hydraulic management of
the Rhône resulted in the construction of 18 hydroelectric developments, 330 km of the
river corridor, flood protection of 44,000 ha and 120,000 ha of irrigated land [30]. The Island
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of Barthelasse shape is the result of the works of the CNR over the years. Figure 2 is a
time-lapse evolution of the Island of Barthelasse with the creation of second arms of the
Rhône River in the west, after the year 1973.
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Figure 2. Time-lapse evolution of the Island of Barthelasse. (A) Extract of the first topographic card
of the France Kingdom, “Carte Cassini”, from the XVIIIth Century. (B) Extract of the “carte d’Etat
major” from 1820 to 1866. (C) Extract of IGN card from 1950. (D) Extract of IGN from 2018.

Nowadays, the island is surrounded by two arms, the Villeneuve and Avignon arms
on the west and east, respectively. Each one has a regulated flowrate for hydroelectric
purposes; most of the flow goes into the Villeneuve part. During the CNR hydraulic
management, two small arms were separated from the Rhône River and became back-
waters. One of these backwaters (BwB), a few hundred meters wide, divided the Island
of Barthelasse into two parts, respectively, the Motte Island in the north and Barthelasse
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Island in the south. A direct connection between the Rhône River and the BwB occurs on
the east when the water level of the river is high enough, usually during the rain events of
autumn and spring. The BwB are always fed by water coming from the counter channel on
the western part of Barthelasse Island.

Between 1860 and 1880, major works were undertaken on the Rhône over a large part
of its downstream course to make it more navigable. In our region, several developments
(known as “Girardon” units) were built on the east channel along the right bank of the
Avignon arm (in orange in 3). The Girardon structures are rectangular fields installed on
the banks of the Rhône in order to stabilise the banks (alluviation) and to favour river
navigation [31,32]. These Girardon units were made of both fine sediments (silts and sands)
and coarse sediments (pebbles), extracted from the Rhône by dredging [33]. They have
modified the hydrological dynamics of the Rhône as well as the sedimentation dynamics.

This study was focused on the east part of the island as shown in black in Figure 3.
The Barthelasse pumping field is separated from the Rhône by one of the three Girardon
units of the sector and the insubmersible dam at 300 linear meters from the Rhône River.
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2.1.3. Geological Context

The aquifer of the Island of Barthelasse is part of the alluvial aquifer of Avignon,
composed of alluvial deposits from three rivers: the Rhône, Durance and Ouvèze. The
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alluvial plain itself is composed of quaternaries “old” and recent alluvium. The first ones
are quartzite pebbles coming from the Alps and Cevennes and Massif central. The second
composes the main part of the plain with fluvial deposits from the Rhône and Durance
rivers. In the Island of Barthelasse, these materials average a thickness of 15 m, increasing
from 11 m in the north to 15 m in the south. They are highly heterogeneous due to the old
channel of the Rhône River marked locally by molassic rocks. Silts deposits 3 to 4 m thick
cover the alluvial material [34].

2.1.4. Hydrogeological Background

In this sector, the static level of the alluvial aquifer is between 14.5 and 16.7 m (msl)
(mean sea level). The aquifer is mostly unconfined but may be semi-confined to confined
depending on the presence and thickness of silts. The Barthelasse field has four pumping
wells and 13 piezometers. The average pumping rate is 5700 m3/day. According to
the different pumping tests performed in 1982, the transmissivity is between 0.08 and
0.01 m2·s−1 [35]. The Rhône River contributes to the recharge of the alluvial aquifer
differently according to the sector. The flow direction in the Barthelasse Island is from the
northeast to the southwest, Figure 3. The main flow direction (Figure 4) is controlled by
the CNR management plan made by the dam shown in Figure 1 and the presence of the
drain is in the south part of Barthelasse Island. Locally, the groundwater flow directions
are also affected by the pumping flow rate dynamics.
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The profile studied is as follows: Rhône, Girardon unit, pumping field (Figure 5).
Sensors for temperature, groundwater level and electrical conductivity of the water were
positioned in the Rhône and two observation wells, in the Girardon unit (Backfill) and
in the pumping field (Barthelasse), located, respectively, 67 and 165 m from the Rhône
(Figure 5). The parameters were measured at a time step of 15 min. The monitoring was
carried out over a period of one and a half years, from 14 October 2018 to 30 January 2020.
The gaps were filled by linear interpolation.
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The continuous physico-chemical monitoring was supplemented by occasional water
samples in order to carry out stable isotope analyses of the water molecule (18O et 2H)
within the Rhône and the two observation wells. Samples were taken fortnightly during
this study. During the flood of 21/10/19, a refinement of the water samples took place
with an hourly frequency during the peak of the flood and then twice daily at the end of
the flood. Automatic samplers, ISCO, were used to collect water from the piezometers
and the Rhône. Groundwater was extracted with a 12V PVC submersible sampling pump
and stored in brown glass vials closed by a 20-mL bakelite cap for stable isotope analysis
with a Picarro L2140-6i spectrometer laser analyser in the laboratory of Avignon University.
A control station allowed the pumping to be started 15 min before sampling in order to
renew the water in the wells before automatic sampling.

2.2. Theory
2.2.1. Lumped Parameter Models

The analysis of environmental tracer concentration time series via advective-dispersive
model fitting is commonly used to determine the origin of water, mixing patterns and
age of groundwater. The general approach is to convolve an input time series with a
predefined function that represents the distribution of water transit times in the system.
These approaches are clustered under the generic term of Lumped Parameter Models
(LPMs). These mathematical models offer a simplified and global representation of the
flows within the aquifer, taking into account the effects of dispersion and mixing.

The time variation of the output signal is obtained by solving the following equation:

Cout(t) =
∫ t

−∞
Cin( t′)e−λ(t− t′)g(t− t′)dt′ (1)

where:
Cout (t) = the concentration of the tracer at the output
Cin (t’) = the concentration of the tracer at the input at time t’
t = the sample date
t’ = the date on which the water particle entered the system
λ = the radioactive decay constant (for radiogenic tracers)
t−t’ = the age of a water particle
g = the transfer time distribution function
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In the present study, the models applied were the dispersion model (DM, Equation (2))
and the exponential mixing model (EMM, Equation (3)) (Kreft and Zuber, 1978; Mal-
oszewski, 2000; Maloszewski and Zuber, 1996):

DMg(t− t′) =
1
τs

1√
4πDp

t−t′
τs

e
(−

(1− t− t′
τs )

2

4Dp t− t′
τs

)
(2)

EMMg(t− t′) =
1
τs

e(
t−t′
τs ) (3)

where τs is the mean transit time, Dp is the dispersion parameter = α/x avec α dispersivity
and x is the distance between the input and output.

The EMM model proved to be less efficient than the DM model, even though the two
models provided consistent results between them. Therefore, in the rest of this study, only
the results of the dispersive model will be shown.

2.2.2. Validation

In order to determine the parameters τs and Dp, several optimisation criteria were used:
The RMSE (Equation (4)) is a quantification of the size of the differences between

observations and measurements. The RMSE can thus be related to the variance of the
model. However, the magnitude of the criterion is not standardised, and is, therefore,
dependent on the data used.

RMSE =

√
∑n

i=1
(
yi − ysim i

)2

n
(4)

where:
i = the number of sample point
yi = the ith observation value
ysim i = the ith simulation value
n = the total number of sample point
The NSE criterion [36] is a normalised criterion (i.e., calculated in relation to a reference

value) constructed from the normalisation of the RMSE criterion. The closer the criterion is
to 1, the better the model fits the observed values.

NSE = 1− ∑n
i=1
(
yi − ysim i

)2

∑n
i=1
(
yi − ymean

)2 (5)

where:
i = the number of sample point
yi = the ith observation value
ysim i = the ith simulation value
n = the total number of sample point
ymean = the mean of the observed values
The KGE criterion [37], evaluates the Euclidean distance between the observed and

simulated values. It is derived from the NSE. Since the objective is to reach optimal values,
the Euclidean distance must tend towards zero, and the aim is to maximise the KGE. Again,
the closer the criterion is to 1, the better the model fits the observed values.

KGE = 1−
√
(r− 1)2 + (∝ −1)2 + (β− 1)2 (6)

where:
r = correlation coefficient
β = bias ratio = µsim

µobs
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α = variability ratio = σsim/µsim
σobs/µobs

2.2.3. Cross-Correlation Analysis EC

Cross-correlation can be interpreted as the estimation of the correlation between two
smoothed and time-shifted time series, i.e., as the application of a parametric transfer
function to the time series after the subtraction of their characteristics (Equation (7)).

R(τ) =
∫ +∞

−∞
x(t)y(t + τ)dt (7)

where:
x(t) and y(t) = two time-dependent functions
τ = the time-shifted variation
These evolutions make it possible to carry out a cross-correlation analysis on the

continuous data from the CTDs sensors, and more particularly, on the electrical conductivity
data. In our study, we will focus on the cross-correlation analysis between the Rhône signal
and the groundwater signal at the two observation wells. The maximum correlation
between the two signals will be synonymous with the time shift between the river and the
groundwater signal. Before performing the cross-correlation, the signals are normalised
by their annual averages to see only the variations of the conductivity during floods. A
seasonal filter was applied to remove seasonal variations. The seasonal filter consists of a
moving average (unweighted mean of the previous k months), which can be viewed as a
low-pass filter.

3. Results
3.1. Annual Scale Monitoring
3.1.1. Isotopic Variations over Time

The report study δ18O et δ2H indicates that the two observation wells and the Rhône
are located on the Global Meteoric Water Line (Figure 6) [28]. The Rhône shows a cyclic
variation of δ18O with enriched water in winter and depleted water in summer (Figure 7).
The variations within the observation well follow those of the Rhône with the presence of
damping and a time lag, which confirms the supply of the Barthelasse pumping field by the
Rhône. Except for measurement error, the mean values of δ18O for each of the monitoring
points are similar, with −10.11 for the Rhône, −10.27 for the backfill and −10.17 for the
Barthelasse. The standard deviation values demonstrate this damping along the study
transect as the value is 0.71 for the Rhône, 0.52 for the backfill and 0.49 for the Barthelasse.
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3.1.2. Applications of Lumped Parameters Models

Whether using the KGE or the NSE, the two optimised parameters Dp and τs of the DM
model are almost identical, but with slightly higher values for the KGE (Table 1, Figure 8).
The mean transit time is around 36 days at the backfill (Dp around 1.3) and 72 days at the
Barthelasse (Dp around 0.7) (Table 1, Figure 9). The parameters obtained from the RMSE
criterion are lower. In all cases, the mean transit times are doubled between the backfill and
the Barthelasse, while Dp is twice as low for the Barthelasse as for the backfill. However,
the distance between the Rhône and the Barthelasse is not equivalent to twice the distance
between the Rhône and the observation well (165 and 67 m, respectively). This confirms
the difference in the nature of the sediments between the reservoir and the pumping field.

Table 1. Main results of the LPMs applied to the backfill and the pumping field.

Backfill Barthelasse

Dp τs(j) Criterion Dp τs(j) Criterion

RMSE 0.99 12 0.18 0.5 61 0.11
KGE 1.4 38 0.94 0.75 74 0.97
NSE 1.21 34 0.88 0.4 70 0.95

The reconstruction of the output data from optimisation by KGE and NSE is better for
the Barthelasse than for the backfill, where the values tend to be overestimated (Figure 8).
However, for the summer 2019 period, the values of δ18O are overestimated for both
observation wells. The values of δ18O are also overestimated in winter 2018, especially for
the backfill. The reconstructions obtained from the RMSE optimisation criterion are of poor
quality (not shown here).
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3.2. Event Scale Monitoring
3.2.1. Isotopic Variations over Time

At the end of 2019, following two consecutive floods (21/10/2018 and 24/11/2018),
the level of the Rhône increased by 40 cm. This pressurisation of the system can be seen
in the Girardon unit with an increase of 26 cm but is hardly visible in the Barthelasse
piezometer, given the presence of uninterrupted pumping within the field, which generates
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water level variations ranging from 20 to 50 cm. However, the isotopic signature of this
flood is visible, so it is possible to determine the transfer time between the Rhône and the
pumping field using δ18O. The Rhône shows an enriched isotopic signature following the
rainfall of the Cevenol episode, with a maximum of −8.01‰ and a mean value of −9.11‰
(Figure 10). This isotopic enrichment can also be seen in the backfill with a maximum at
−9.02‰ and a mean value of −9.55‰. The Barthelasse has the most damped enrichment
with an average value of −9.90‰.
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Figure 10. δ18O evolution in the Rhône, backfill and Barthelasse during flood monitoring.

3.2.2. Applications of Lumped Parameters Models

In contrast to the annual data, the two model parameters for the two observation
wells are almost identical for each criterion (Table 2). The Dp values are close to each other
for both observation wells, with low values ranging from 0.15 to a 0.25 maximum. The
mean transit time estimated by the flood monitoring are lower than those estimated by the
annual model, with the exception of the estimation at the backfill with the RMSE criterion,
whose Ts value has increased from 12 to 20 days. However, the mean transit times remain
twice higher for Barthelasse than for the backfill.

Table 2. Main results of the LPMs applied to the backfill and the pumping field.

Backfill Barthelasse

Dp τs(j) Criterion Dp τs(j) Criterion

RMSE 0.18 20 0.09 0.23 40 0.06
KGE 0.15 18 0.93 0.25 41 0.99
NSE 0.20 19 0.88 0.24 39 0.97

Within the backfill, the proportion of young water is still important, but the distri-
bution appears to be centred around the value of 12 days, contrary to the distribution
resulting from the annual model parameters (Figure 11). For the Barthelasse piezometer, the
annual and flood distributions have the same shape, with a more pronounced maximum,
indicating an increase in the proportion of young water.
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The reconstruction of the isotopic curve for the Barthelasse well is better than for the
backfill (Figure 12). Indeed, in the first few days at the backfill, a rapid decrease followed
by a rapid increase in the value in δ18O was visible, but the models failed to reconstruct
it correctly.
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3.3. Combining Annual Scale and Event Scale Monitoring

A sensitivity analysis of the parameters was conducted from the results of 142,104 sim-
ulations (Figure 13). The estimation of the transport parameters for the annual data shows
a high variability according to the parameter Dp for the backfill and a lower variability
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according to the mean transit time. The results for the Barthelasse also show variability on
an annual scale, this time around a lower Dp value (ranging from 0.5 to 1) and a high mean
transit time value.
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Figure 13. Map of optimal parameters resulting from the analysis on an annual scale (a) for the
backfill, (d) for the Barthelasse; then on a flood scale (b) for the backfill, (e) for the Barthelasse and
finally taking into account the two temporal scales (c) for the backfill and (f) for the Barthelasse.

The high-frequency monitoring considerably reduces the variability of the two param-
eters. The optimised Dp parameter is this time comparable for the two sites with a value of
0.15 and 0.25 for the backfill and Barthelasse, respectively.

The comparison of the maps of Dp/τs obtained for the low and high sampling fre-
quencies shows that there is a small area, common to both sets, where the criterion is
greater than 0.8. The method consisted in crossing the maps of Dp/τs obtained for the low
and high sampling frequencies to define new optimal values of the two parameters.

The optimal couple of parameters for the backfill is Dp = 0.20 and τs = 20 days and
for the Barthelasse Dp = 0.26 and τs = 49 days. These couples are close to the values
obtained during the study of the flood with a low Dp. The reconstitution of the data in
the backfill, by combining the two models, improves the estimation of the values in the
summer period and simulates the second flood with more accuracy, although the values
remain overestimated for the first winter period (Figure 14). The simulated data for the
Barthelasse show a good correlation with the data measured during the study, although the
values are overestimated during the winter period and underestimated during the flood
period in 2019. However, this reconstruction represents the best compromise.

3.4. EC Analysis

Both EC and temperature fluctuations in the river and groundwater show a seasonal
and inverse variation. In summer, the temperature in the river is higher than in the
groundwater and vice versa in winter. However, the EC is of interest during flood events.
Indeed, flood events will have the effect of reducing the mineralisation of river water
and thus produce a clearer diluting input signal to the aquifer. These intense and rapid
variations in the river regime propagate into the associated aquifer in which the water
will become mineralised as its residence time increases. During the various floods of the
Rhône, the groundwater level in the reservoir increases almost instantaneously (Figure 15).
Each of the Rhône’s floods is accompanied by a more or less significant decrease in the
EC. This decrease in EC is not proportional to the increase in water level, as the floods
of the Rhône may have different origins due to its many tributaries. The dilutions of
the EC are reflected in the aquifer, within the reservoir, with the presence of a time lag.
High-frequency monitoring of the EC can reveal rapid exchanges that are not always visible
from an isotopic point of view. This is a possible situation in the reservoir because of the
proximity of the observation well to the Rhône, but the analysis could not be conducted
at the pumping field because the fluctuation observed is of the order of magnitude of the
measurement error (Figure 15).
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Figure 15. (a)The water level fluctuation in the Rhône River, backfill and Barthelasse as a function of
time. (b) Evolution of electrical conductivity after removal of annual and seasonal variations in the
Rhône, backfill and Barthelasse as a function of time.

Concerning the flood of 21–22 October 2019, the EC reached a minimum of 343 µS/cm
on 22 October 2019 at 08:15. The cross-correlation analysis between the Rhône and the
reservoir was carried out for this event.

The maximum correlation was obtained for a time lag of 7 days between the two
data sets (Figure 16). This time lag can be equated to the rapid transfer time between the
Rhône and the reservoir. The analysis of the electrical conductivity is relevant in this kind
of system, although spatially limited. In this study, the conductivity results in a transfer
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time of 7 days, which is particularly short compared to the average transfer time obtained
by isotope analysis. However, the distribution of transfer times resulting from the isotope
data analysis during the flood of 21–22 October 2019 peaks at 8 days for the backfill.
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4. Discussion
4.1. Vulnerability of the Pumping Field and Role of the Backfill

The parameters obtained allow the one-dimensional dispersion equation to be solved
using the Ogata-Bank solution [38] for each of the Barthelasse wells and to obtain the
concentration of a non-reactive pollutant as a function of time in the case of a step injection
(Equation (8)).
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where C0 = initial concentration, t = time, τ = mean transit time, D = dispersion coefficient,
Ve = flow velocity, x = distance.

The three curves represent the restitution of the pollutant as a function of time in the
Barthelasse well for the three solutions: flood scale, annual scale and the combination of
the two (Figure 17). The curve corresponding to the flood (blue dot) is particularly steep
due to its short average transfer time in connection with its proximity to the Rhône and its
low dispersion coefficient. The differences between the curves are not very sensitive for
low relative concentrations but become very noticeable when the C/C0 ratio exceeds 0.5.
A total of 10% of the pollutant arrives at the Barthelasse well in around 15 days whatever
the model used, but for a 90% restitution, the times are 78, 160 and 95 days, for the “flood”
model, the “annual” model and the “combined” model, respectively. These results show
that we can be fairly confident about the estimate of the minimum warning time in a case
of pollution, but strong uncertainties persist on the knowledge of the transfer dynamics
of solutes.
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As the distance between two observations wells and the Rhône is known along the
same flow line, it is possible to calculate the effective water velocity in the aquifer’s
saturated zone. The actual velocities were calculated for three transects, Rhône-backfill,
Rhône-Barthelasse and backfill-Barthelasse (98 m) with the three model’s analyses (Table 3).
The average velocity is of the order of 3 m/d, with a high variability according to the
models. For the three transects, the highest velocity is always estimated from the “flood”
model. The average velocity on the backfill-Barthelasse section is higher than that estimated
on the Rhône-backfill section for two out of three models. The average velocity is in the
same order when referring to the combined model. From the calculated Dp values, it
is possible to estimate the dispersivity on the Rhône-backfill transect and on the Rhône-
Barthelasse transect. This gives values of α = 14 m for the Rhône-backfill transect and
α = 43 m for the Rhône-Barthelasse transect. The values obtained are consistent with the
scale of the system studied. These differences in velocities between the two transects can
be explained by the difference in the composition of the environment between the backfill
and the Barthelasse pumping field area. The backfill is made up of a mixture of coarse
and fine materials reconstituted by the dredging of the river, constituting a heterogeneous
environment and probably favourable to the emergence of preferential flows. Nevertheless,
the strong variability of the results encourages the need to be cautious about the conclusions
concerning the actual role of the Girardon units on the groundwater flow. The depositional
conditions of these units and the types of deposits involved must vary greatly according
to the sectors along the Rhône so that it is difficult to attribute a definitive and unique
role to these banks layouts. The impact of these units must, therefore, be analysed on a
case-by-case basis.

Table 3. The effective velocities for three transects, Rhône-backfill, Rhône-Barthelasse and backfill-Barthelasse.

Transect Rhône-
Backfill

Rhône-
Barthelasse

Backfill-
Barthelasse

Flood Annual Both Flood Annual Both Flood Annual Both

Effective
Velocity (m/d) 3.72 1.76 3.35 4.02 2.35 3.37 4.26 2.72 3.38
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4.2. Rhône Dynamics and Impact on Sampling Frequency

The Rhône watershed is made up of three mountain ranges, the Alps, the Cévennes
and the Jura. Snowmelt causes high river flows, especially in spring. The Rhône is
also impacted in its southern part by the Mediterranean autumn episodes, which are
characterised by high intensity and a high amount of rain, causing flash floods. As a result,
the Rhône is fed by various tributaries with different hydrological regimes, which gives it
a complex hydrological regime [39–41]. However, the flow of the Rhône is controlled by
numerous dams, and its natural flow is strongly modified by human activities.

This diversity of water origins results in a very marked isotopic cyclicity of the
Rhône throughout the year. The isotopic signature is dependent on latitude and altitude,
particularly in a contrasting morphology, such as that of the Rhône watershed, and the
stable isotopes of the water molecule are, therefore, very relevant in determining the
origin of the water. In summer, the isotope content is rather low because the water mainly
comes from the upstream basins, in particular, via the snowmelt. In autumn, the water is
rather enriched in heavy isotopes due to floods from the Mediterranean basins (Ardèche,
Cèze, Gardon).

At the level of Avignon, even if the autumn floods remain limited in extent due
to the control by the Sauveterre dam, the hydrological dynamics are illustrated by the
strong isotopic variability observed. This reactivity may seem surprising considering the
size of the river. The annual and event-based isotope monitoring demonstrate the rapid
dynamics of the Rhône and thus the need to adapt the sampling frequency according to the
monitoring season in order to be able to highlight the sudden and rapid changes that can
occur. Furthermore, the study shows that the final parameters τ and Dp are close to those
obtained for the flood, the estimated average transfer time being of the order of 20 days
between the Rhône and the backfill, which is close to the fortnightly sampling frequency on
an annual scale. However, when we apply these optimal parameters, the simulated values
within the backfill are overestimated for the first flood, which can be explained by the high
variability of the isotopic signal during the hydrological cycle. This is why sampling on a
15-day scale does not allow us to intercept all the temporal variations of the δ18O. In the
case of a river such as the Rhône, it seems more relevant to monitor an isotopically marked
flood event in order to obtain the conservative transport parameters within the aquifer.
Furthermore, the isotopic analysis of the annual data showed the presence of a majority of
young water in the samples from the reservoir. It can be deduced that the pressurisation of
the aquifer system following a flood event favours short transfer times.

4.3. Choice of Optimisation Criteria

The optimisation criteria used to obtain the most relevant media transport parameter
values were KGE and NSE. The RMSE did not provide the optimal parameters for the
dispersive models. The KGE and NSE are generally of the same order of magnitude. The
Nash–Sutcliffe criterion has been one of the most popular criteria used in hydrological
modelling over the last decades [42–45]. Using the standard deviation, it can be interpreted
as the comparison of the simulated data against a basic average model. One of the main
shortcomings of this criterion is that its optimisation commonly leads to an overestimation
of the values simulated by the model. Gupta et al. (2009) showed that variabilities were
not properly considered in the NSE criterion. The KGE, on the other hand, considering
correlation, bias, the ratio of variances or coefficient of variation, presents a more balanced
way of determining the correct estimation of data by a model. The backfill well has a
greater variability, which is not correctly considered in the NSE criterion. The data series
at the Barthelasse well has greater inertia, as it is less influenced by the presence of the
Rhône than the backfill well. As a result, the notion of correlation between the measured
and observed data is more important than for the backfill, and the KGE offers the best
optimisation solution. In LPM models, the RMSE criterion is the most commonly used.
It is recommended to use a standardised criterion instead and to adapt the choice of this
criterion (NSE or KGE) to the observed isotopic variability.
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5. Conclusions

The joint analysis of isotope monitoring and continuous EC time series has allowed a
more refined understanding of the transfer times between the Rhône and the aquifer. One
of the main assumptions of the use of LPMs models is the presence of the steady-state of
the system. The Rhône in the Avignon branch has had small fluctuations in water level
during the hydrological years since its level is regulated upstream by the Sauveterre dam.
In our case, we can, therefore, approximate a stationary hydraulic state. On the other hand,
the Rhône presents seasonal and event-related isotopic variation as well as variations in
EC. This strong 18O and EC variability in the Rhône is strongly linked to the spatial and
temporal distribution of climatic events in this large basin. Isotopic enrichments and strong
decreases in EC extending over several days are remarkable in the case of several episodes
and are superimposed on a seasonal cyclicity.

The output concentrations of LPMs models depend on the model parameters and the
date of the input. In a highly reactive system, such as the Rhône, as an input source, the
sampling frequency can have a significant impact on the calibration process of LPMs mod-
els. Over the hydrological year, the sampling frequency has an impact on the evaluation of
average transfer times. The frequency of 15 days is not relevant for a dynamic river, such as
the Rhône, whose hydrogeochemical evolution varies despite the absence of flow variation
within the river. It is necessary to adopt a higher frequency in order to take into account
the variations that occur during a hydrological cycle. In addition, sampling during a flood
at a high frequency also provides valid parameters for reconstructing variations over the
hydrological cycle.

In the hydrological and climatic context of the island of Barthelasse, the main pollution
factors are anthropogenic. For the Rhône surrounding alluvial aquifer, the industrial
pollution is the most important factor because of the exchange between the groundwater
and the river water. This study highlighted an average transfer time between the Rhône
and the pumping field of 50 days, which enables the pumping field manager to react in the
event of pollution in the Rhône and to adapt a pumping strategy to ensure the supply of
water to the inhabitants and preserve the quality of the resource.

The presence of Girardon units along the river tends to disrupt exchanges with the
water table. In our case, the Girardon unit tends to increase the speed of the water, and
therefore, reduce the transfer time of a possible pollutant to the pumping field. With
the uncertainty arising from the fact that these Girardon units are probably not always
built in the same way and with the same material, it is advisable to study this effect on a
case-by-case basis.
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